Heel Suturing on the Donor Vessel prior to Arteriotomy for End-to-side Cerebrovascular Anastomoses

Abstract
Microvascular anastomosis is a common procedure in cerebrovascular surgery. End-to-side anastomoses were the most common procedure for extracranial-to-intracranial bypass. Many techniques were used to reduce clamping time of the recipient vessel. The authors innovated heel suturing on the donor vessel prior to arteriotomy (HSDA) technique from the previously described double sutures on the toe and heel of the donor vessel before arteriotomy technique for end-to-side anastomosis. Forty-three end-to-side anastomoses using the HSDA technique were collected from 32 patients.
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Introduction
Microvascular anastomosis is a common procedure in cerebrovascular surgery, especially the end-to-side anastomosis which is performed for superficial temporal artery (STA)-middle cerebral artery bypass.[1,2] Several techniques have been used to reduce the clamping time of the recipient vessel. The classic two-anchoring stitch technique, which prevents rotation of the donor on the recipient vessel, is widely used for end-to-side cerebrovascular anastomosis.[1‑4]

In general, for the two-anchoring stitch technique, the suturing on the heel and the toe sites of the donor vessel starts after the arteriotomy of the recipient vessel. These sutures, which can be performed before the clamping of the recipient artery for arteriotomy, may prolong the clamping time of the recipient vessel possibly causing ischemic complications.[1,2]

The later developed technique of making double sutures on the toe and heel of the donor vessel before arteriotomy was first described by Ishishita et al.[5‑11] [Figure 1a and b]. After the double suturing on the donor vessel in the outside-in fashion is finished, clamping and arteriotomy are performed on the recipient vessel, then the needles pierce both ends of the arteriotomy aperture in the inside-out direction. The advantage of this technique seems to be shorter clamping time of the recipient vessel.

The authors used the double-suture technique in seven cases (nine anastomoses). Because tangle of threads usually occurs, especially after arteriotomy [Figure 1c], we sometimes wasted time identifying the needle and its thread before making the first suture and tying the knot, especially in deep operative field. Hence, we modified the technique to make only one suture on the heel donor vessel before the arteriotomy, called the heel suturing on the donor vessel prior to arteriotomy (HSDA) technique [Figure 1d and e]. We made the suture on the heel donor vessel first because the heel site was more difficult to suture,[12] and toe site suturing was easier and required less time. We describe and review our experience and evaluate the patency rate and safety of this technique. An illustrative case is also demonstrated.

Surgical technique
Heel suturing on the donor vessel prior to arteriotomy technique

After dissection and preparation of donor and recipient vessels by cleaning off their loose adventitial tissue, fishmouth
trimming of the recipient artery was completed, as shown in Figures 2a, 3a and 4a. Gentian violet was used to color the edge of the trimming. A needle of nylon 10/0 or 11/0 was pierced at the heel of the donor vessel in outside-in direction [Figures 1d, 2a, b and 3b], and then the donor vessel with the suture was brought to the recipient artery. Gentian violet was used to color the anastomotic site of the recipient artery in the same length to the fish-mouthed donor’s length. Two temporary clips were placed at the proximal and distal parts of the recipient artery, respectively [Figures 1e, 2c and e], and then arteriotomy was performed [Figures 2d, f and 3c]. Heparinized saline was irrigated into the arteriotomy opening to wash out blood from the lumen. The previous needle was pierced through the apex of the arteriotomy opening with inside-out direction [Figure 3d], and then the knot was tied. After the toe of the donor vessel was identified at the apex of the rhomboïd [Figure 4], the needle was pierced through with outside-in direction and then pierced the other apex of the arteriotomy opening with inside-out fashion [Figure 3e], and the knot was tied. After the completion of both anchoring sutures [Figure 3f] and before the first side of the donor vessel suturing, the opposite side of the graft wall was inserted into the recipient lumen [Figure 5a and b] to prevent suturing the opposite wall of the recipient artery (through stitching). The first side of the graft wall was sutured to the recipient wall with the interrupted technique, and then the other side was sutured after flipping the donor vessel. The length of the suture bite and the interval between each stitch were two times the recipient wall thickness except the stitch next to the anchoring suture; the length of suture bite on the recipient side should be the same as the recipient wall thickness [Figure 5c]. For reliable patency of the anastomosis, the wall of the donor and
the recipient vessels need to be sutured in an evertting pattern [Figure 5c], making both vessel walls attach to each other with the intima-to-intima architecture.[14]

Case Report [Table 1]
Forty-three end-to-side anastomoses using the HSDA technique for low-flow bypass were collected from 32 patients. The indications for bypass surgery were the flow augmentation for chronic cerebrovascular insufficiency (16 anastomoses, 37.2%) and the flow preservation for cerebral aneurysm (27 anastomoses, 62.8%). STA and occipital artery (OA) were used in 33 (76.7%) and 10 (23.3%) anastomoses, respectively.

For all low-flow bypass cases, the mean occlusion times were 35.9 min, ranging from 25 to 55 min. The mean occlusion times for STA-graft bypass and OA-graft bypass were 34.2 and 41.7 min, respectively. Patency rates were 86%, 81.8%, and 100% for the overall low-flow bypass, STA-graft bypass, and OA-graft bypass, respectively. In cases of good patency of bypass graft, no ischemic symptoms in the recipient artery territory were detected after the operation.

Illustrative case
A 75-year-old female was diagnosed with ruptured atherosclerotic fusiform aneurysm of left vertebral artery (VA), from which left posterior inferior cerebellar artery (PICA) originates [Figure 6a-d]. The initial world federation of neurosurgical societies (WFNS) grade and Fisher’s grade were 4 and 4, respectively. The left transcondylar fossa approach was performed with OA harvesting and V3 segment of left VA exposure. After posterior medullary segment of left PICA was prepared, OA-PICA anastomosis was performed in end-to-side fashion using the HSDA technique [Figure 7a-f]. The occlusion time was 41 min. After the bypass patency was confirmed using microdoppler and indocyanine green injection, double ligations of V3 segment of left VA and clip occlusion of PICA origin were completed. Postoperative computed tomography angiography showed good patency of bypass graft and complete obliteration of the aneurysm without any hypodensity area of the PICA territory [Figure 6e-h]. No new neurological deficit was detected in the postoperative course. The patient died of severe sepsis 1 month after the operation.

Discussion
Several techniques have been proposed to facilitate the end-to-side microvascular anastomosis. The classic two-anchoring stitch technique, which is the most widely used, prevents rotation of the donor on the recipient vessel. However,
it prevents visualization inside the lumen, which makes it highly likely to bite the back wall resulting in a through stitch.[1,2] In general, suturing on the heel and the toe sites was started after the arteriotomy of the recipient vessel. This suturing can be made before the clamping and arteriotomy of the recipient artery, which may prolong the clamping time.[1,2] The technique of making double sutures on the toe and heel of donor vessel before arteriotomy has been described by Ishishita et al. and seems to shorten clamping time of the recipient vessel.[5-10] In our experience, the tangle of the two threads sometimes prolongs the clamping time. Therefore, we modified the
double suturing technique to the single one. Because the heel site of the anastomosis is the most difficult part of an end-to-side microvascular anastomosis,[12] the heel suturing of the donor vessel was selected to be the first. The toe suturing of the donor vessel is not difficult to perform. After the fishmouth trimming, the donor vessel becomes a rhomboid shape. By identification of the apex of rhomboid, the toe suturing can be made at the correct site in the outside-in direction, and then the apex of the arteriotomy opening was sutured in the inside-out direction.

For the problem of the through stitch, many techniques have been proposed. Hegazy et al. concluded that the stitch at the 11 O’clock location is the most common site for a through stitch due to the surgeon’s inability to see inside the lumen while putting in this one stitch and because of the proximity of both walls of the donor vessel to each other in this area.[12] They presented a new technique that aims at starting the anastomosis with the stitch at the 11 O’clock position first, and in the meantime, allowing an opportunity to place all the other stitches in an inside-to-outside fashion on the donor vessel. After an arteriotomy of the recipient artery, a stent was placed inside to help keep the vessel patent and maintain good visualization inside the lumen while performing the anastomosis. Yazici et al. presented the triangulation method to decrease the risk of passing through sutures from the back wall by supporting the vessel ends to stay open in order to visualize and manipulate ostia of the vessel ends.[15] Ishishita et al. and Katsuno et al. described a simple technique to prevent the through stitch. Before suturing the first side, the graft wall of the opposite side was inserted into the recipient lumen to prevent suturing the opposite wall of the recipient artery. We routinely used this technique for end-to-side anastomosis.[5,16]

This study had several limitations: (1) the study was just a descriptive one which did not compare other techniques; therefore, we are unable to confirm the benefits of shortening the clamping time and (2) the occlusion time depended on many factors such as the size of vessel, number of stitches, the suturing technique (running or interrupted), depth of the operative field, and the experience of surgeons.

In this study, we did not include the high-flow bypass because the patency rate also depended on two anastomoses (the extracranial and intracranial anastomoses), which made it difficult to interpret the results.

Conclusion
The HSDA technique is safe and effective for end-to-side anastomoses. To the authors’ knowledge, this is the first article that has described this technique.
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